Singapore's Top Scientists Honored At PSTA 2017

Several of Singapore's best scientists were recognized at the ninth President's Science and Technology Awards.

President Tony Tan Keng Yam presented the awards to the scientists on November 13. The recipients included those who have made significant contributions in areas such as materials science, marine biology, and computational chemistry.

Professor Tan's speech highlighted the importance of scientific research in driving innovation and economic growth in Singapore.

The PSTA ceremony is held annually to honor outstanding scientists and researchers in Singapore. The recipients receive awards in various fields, including physics, biology, and engineering.

The PSTA winners were selected based on their achievements in research and their contributions to the scientific community in Singapore. Their work has led to significant advancements in their respective fields, benefiting both Singapore and the global scientific community.

Professor Tan expressed his appreciation for the recipients' dedication to science and their commitment to pushing the boundaries of knowledge.

The PSTA ceremony is a testament to the government's efforts in supporting and promoting scientific research in Singapore. The recipients' achievements are a source of pride for the nation and serve as an encouragement for the next generation of scientists.
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More photos of the event can be found in the gallery.